Covid Secure Practice
EILEEN MANNION ACUPUNCTURE

Before your appointment

If you are a new client, we will have a longish preliminary discussion
(chat/email) to cover some of the information we would normally discuss in
your first session. There will be a short form to fill in and return to reduce
close contact time and risk.
Before your appointment you will be asked to do a "health check" and agree
that you are symptom free & aware of the slight increased risk of Covid
transmission by attending for treatment. This will done in the form of a text
message.

Your appointment - more details on next page

So, when you arrive, you will sanitise your hands, be guided to the treatment
room, "hop up" onto the couch and receive your treatment. I will leave you with
a buzzer and return when it is time to remove the needles. You'll then get
dressed and leave as soon as practicable.
During your treatment you will need to wear a mask. Please use a "proper"
surgical mask rather than a cloth/fabric one. I can provide you with one if you
don't have this type (there won't be a charge.)
Unless you are exempt, please keep your mask on for the whole treatment,
even when I have left the room. Remember, someone else will be in the room
half an hour after you leave.
Payment

I would appreciate payment (on the day) by bank transfer or Paypal link if
possible, to minimise the handling of cash/cheques
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The New Normal ....
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Treatment Consent

Treatment Spacing

Masks

I will be sending a "triage
text" before your appt.
You simply need to reply
"Yes" if all is well.

There will be a 30 min gap
between treatments to
allow for a full clean. An
air purifier and ioniser
will be running.

I'll be wearing a mask
and I request that you
do too. I can provide
one if necessary. Please
see above.
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On arrival

Clothing & Shoes

I'll open all doors so that
you do not need to touch
any handles etc.

Please avoid visiting other
places before your
appointment. Shoes need to
be removed & can be
exchanged for"slippers" on
arrival.
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Hands
The first thing I'll need
is for you to sanitise
your hands with alcohol
gel at the sanitising
"station"
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Bathroom

Arriving

Payment

As always the bathroom
is available and will be
cleaned between each
use.

If you arrive early, please wait
in your car until your
appointment time. If you
usually bring someone with
you, they will need to wait in
the car.

I would prefer bank
transfer or Paypal over
cash/cheque and kindly
ask that you pay on the
day of treatment.
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